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We have to work on our PowerPlay
game with the bat: Amre
NewDelhi:Amidst all
the disappointment
expressed publicly by the
head coach and the team
owner of Delhi Capitals,
there is a soothing balm
that has come the way of
the players, who have
kickstarted their IPL
2023 campaign with
three straight losses.
Those weren't just losses.
Lucknow Super Giants,
Gujarat Titans and
Rajasthan Royals eased
past their challenge
rather comfortably,
enough to almost make it
seem like DC were not
even in contention for a
win.
Batting has been a major
let down, fielding has
been shoddy in parts and
the bowling has lacked
venom. However, ahead
of their fourth encounter,
against Mumbai Indians,
batting coach Pravin
Amre backed the players
to come good. He doesn't
look too far beyond
Mumbai Indians, their
next opponents, to seek
inspiration from their
2015 title-winning
campaign.
"We are currently
focussing on the present
and we are looking
forward to our match

against Mumbai
Indians," Amre said on
Monday, in New Delhi.
"And the fact that we are
playing at home is a plus
point for us. IPL is a long
tournament, we've seen
that teams have lost
seven (five) games but
still managed to win the
championship.
"As a coaching group as
well, we believe in this
team. We've retained 20
players. We know these
boys. It's not like we
don't know their ability.
It happens some times in
big tournaments where
you don't start well. But
it's important how you
finish. We believe in this

team."
The concerns on the
batting front are
manifold. Barring David
Warner, none of the top
order batters have stayed
long enough to make an
impact. And eventhough
the DC skipper has
stroked two half-
centuries, he has scored
at an abysmally slow rate
of 117.04.
His opening partner,
Prithvi Shaw has had it
worse, with only 19 runs
in three innings.
However, Amre has kept
his trust on the DC
opener and expects him
to come good soon.
"Prithvi is a capable

batter. But yes, he hasn't
delivered according to
our expectations. We are
hopeful that he will
deliver for us in the
coming matches. We all
know that he has the
ability, it's a matter of
where he clicks."
In the three games so far,
DC have registered 47/2,
52/2 and 38/3 in the
PowerPlay. While two
out of three might seem
decent starts, but those
were only aided by the
extras conceded by the
bowlers. Amre admitted
that there is a need to
improve the performance
in the powerplay.
"We have to work on our

powerplay game with the
bat," he said. "When
your top four batters get
runs, then your team is in
a different position. We
will see who will get
those runs for our team.
"We are looking to see
how we can get that
balance in the powerplay
- where the aggression
and caution is also
maintained. 50 for 1 is
also a good score, and
how we can achieve that
is what's going to matter
in the coming matches,
and that's something our
think tank can work on."
One of the silver linings
in the batting department
has been the form of
Axar Patel, who has been
in good touch lately and
even cracked a crisp 36
against Gujarat Titans.
Amre admitted that the
think tank could consider
giving him a more
important role with the
bat this season.
"We have a good option
with Axar. He has been
with us for five years
now. The way he has
batted for India was
remarkable. He is a
candidate, especially
since he is a left-hander.
It's been on our minds on
how we can utilize him
best."

Premier League: Virgil van Dijk 'Far Better' Than Manchester
United Legend Nemanja Vidic, Believes Jamie Carragher

NewDelhi:Liverpool
defender Virgil van Dijk
is "far better"
Manchester United
legend Nemanja Vidic,
believes Jamie
Carragher. The Dutch
defender is being
criticised a lot these days
following Liverpool's
average performance this
season.
Van Dijk is considered as
one of the best in the
business since his move
to Liverpool in January
2018. The Netherlands
international moved
from Southampton to
Anfield for a massive
price tag of £75 million
($93m). He has won a
Champions League,
Premier League, FA Cup,
Carabao Cup, UEFA
Super Cup and a FIFA
World Club World Cup

with the club. He has
made 213 appearances
for the club and is still
the main defender of
Jurgen Klopp's
b a c k l i n e . F o r m e r
Liverpool defender
Carragher respond to a
tweet suggesting that
"Van Dijk's drop off is
actually insane" by
saying: “VVD is far
better than Vidic, who
was a top CB, but have
you forgot his
performances against
Torres? Rio & JT had
poor seasons in their
career like all players,
VVD is having one now.
No CB in the PL era has
ever had VVD’s impact
on a team. Never mind
the best CB in the league,
he’s been the best player
in the league along with
KDB for four years

before this one. We have
never spoken about
about other CB’s being
the best player before,
that shows the level he
was at."
Virgil van Dijk is often
compared to the likes of
some great defenders of
the modern era
including some names
like Sergio Ramos,
Carlos Puyol, Nemanja
Vidic, Rio Ferdinand
and many more. This all
has happened since that
one season when no one
could dribble past the
Dutch wall, yes the same
season Liverpool went
on to win the Premier
League. However,
former Liverpool
footballer Carragher
believes he is better
from United legend
Vidic.

BCB expect Shakib's availability for Afghanistan ODIs, T20Is
Dhaka:Bangladesh
Cricket Board said on
Friday that they are
expecting Shakib Al
Hasan to be available
for the white-ball
series against
Afghanistan. Cricbuzz
had earlier reported
that Shakib is unlikely
to play the lone Test
match against
Afghanistan scheduled
from June 14 due to his
finger injury that he
sustained during the
second ODI against
Ireland.

"Shakib hurt the tip of
his right index finger
while attempting a
catch in the second
ODI. An X-ray today
confirmed a fracture on
the base of the index
finger. Such injuries
usually take around six
weeks to heal,"
National team physio
Bayjedul Islam Khan
had said in a statement
on May 13.
BCB chief selector
Minhajul Abedin on
Friday confirmed that
he is not available for

the Test while added
that as the series will
be played in two phase
they are expecting him
in to be available for
ODIs and T20Is.
Following the red-ball
a s s i g n m e n t ,
Afghanistan will
depart for India for a
white-ball series on
June 19 and will return
to the country again on
July 1 to complete the
remaining part of the
series, which includes
three ODIs and two
T20Is running until

July 17. There was
speculation doing the
rounds that the all-
rounder wanted rest
from the whole series
though Minhajul
refuted it.
"There is no discussion
regarding any such
thing (like he wanted
rest). Because he has
got a fracture and it
will take six weeks to
recover, he is missing
the Test (against
Afghanistan)," said
Minhajul. "As there is

a big gap before the
ODI series that is
scheduled after Eid, we
are expecting him to be
back for it," he said.
Bangladesh's next ODI
assignment after the
series against
Afghanistan will be
Asia Cup. They are
also scheduled to host
New Zealand for a
three-match ODI series
in September before
they go to India for the
World Cup in October-
November.

"The World Cup is still
four months away. We
have series against
Afghanistan and we
are thinking of these
back-to-back series,"
Minhajul said.
"I think we are the only
Test-playing side who
are discussing the
World Cup now. We
have to make a team
for the World Cup
keeping the fitness and
performance of the
players in mind," he
added.

BCCI may make major World Cup
announcement after SGM on May 27

NewDelhi:The Board
of Control for Cricket
in India (BCCI) has
called for a Special
General Meeting
(SGM) in Ahmedabad
on May 27 and there is
likelihood that there
could be a special
announcement, post
the meeting.
One of the five points
of the SGM agenda is
the "Formation of
Working Group for the
ICC World Cup 2023"
and it is discussed that
the venues for the
October-November
championship may be
made public that day.
The members of the
organising committee
may also be
announced.
For the record, the
dates and venues of the
World Cup have not yet
been announced but
there is speculation that
the quadrennial
championship will start
on October 5 and end

on November 19 with
12 venues across the
country zeroed in. As
is well known,
Ahmedabad will be
hosting the final. It is
still not clear if there
will be an
announcement of the
schedule too.
Meanwhile, the BCCI
will announce the
formation of a

committee for the
Women's Premier
League (WPL). The
first edition of the
WPL was conducted in
March by the
governing council of
the IPL. Now the BCCI
may form a separate
body for the women's
league, which attracted
positive response both
from the stakeholders

(mainly owners and
broadcasters) and
public alike.
"Formation of
I n f r a s t r u c t u r e
Development and
Subsidy Sub-
C o m m i t t e e ;
Guidelines for
appointment of
Physiotherapists and
Trainers in state teams
and Ratification of

Prevention of Sexual
Harassment Policy"
are the other items on
the May 27 meeting.
WTC squad to leave in
3 batches
Meanwhile, it has
come to light that the
squad members for the
World Test
Championship (WTC)
final will leave for
England in three
batches.
The first batch will fly
out on May 23,
immediately after the
conclusion of the
league stage of the IPL.
The second batch will
go on after the first two
play-off games on May
23 and 24 and finally
the last batch will leave
on May 30, after the
final on May 28. The
BCCI is planning to
organise a practice
match for the team in
the UK. The WTC
final, against Australia,
is from June 7 to 12 at
the Oval.

Staying 'true to technique'
vital for all-format Kohli
Mumbai:Virat Kohli
dismissed talk around his
'numbers' in T20 cricket,
stating that as an all-
format player he'd rather
'stay true to his technique'
with so much cricket
happening all year long.
Speaking to the
broadcasters at the post-
match presentation after
his sixth IPL hundred
helped RCB pull off a
clinical chase of 187 in
Hyderabad to keep their
playoffs chances alive,
Kohli said his methods
may be conventional and
that he isn't bothered
about the outside noise.
"The way I'm looked at as
an IPL player is like 'yeah,
he's fine, has a few impact
knocks'. It's my sixth IPL
hundred. Sometimes I
don't give myself enough
credit because I put
myself under so much
stress already. I don't care
what anyone says on the
outside. That's their
opinion," Kohli said after
RCB's eight-wicket win.
The victory was led by

Kohli's 63-ball 100 in a
172-run opening stand
with skipper Faf du
Plessis, over-shadowing
Heinrich Klaasen's
maiden IPL hundred
earlier in the evening, that
came at a much faster
clip. Kohli timed his
chase perfectly and his
strike-rate of 158.73,
higher his season strike-
rate of 135.86, saw him
maintain his scoring
intent through the length
of his innings.
Often guilty of slowing
down after the initial
burst in the PowerPlays,
Kohli's conservative
approach had frequently
drawn flak from critics
especially in this season
that has seen a record
number of 200+ totals
both scored and chased
down with ease.
"When you're in that
situation yourself, you
know how to win games
of cricket. I've done that
over a long period of
time. It's not like when I
play I don't win games for

my team," Kohli said.
"It's playing the situation
that I take pride in. I've
never been a guy who
plays so many fancy
shots. I was having a chat
with Aiden [Markram] as
well - we've to play 12
months of the year.
"For me it's not about
playing fancy shots and
throwing my wicket
away. We've got Test
cricket (coming up) after
the IPL, I have to stay true
to my technique. When I
can make an impact in an
important game, it gives
me confidence, it gives
the team confidence."
This was the season's first
hundred for Kohli, and
his first in the IPL in four
years, helping him break
into the top-five run-
getters with 538 runs now
in 13 innings at an
average of 44.83. Kohli
said he's happy to have to
addressed 'the dip' in his
batting form after not
seeing the hard work in
the nets translate into
success on field the last
few games.


